MOSAIC Multiviewer

Stream multiviewer solution for Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Why MOZAIC Multiviewer?

- Visual overview of all channels
- Multiview stream in the cloud
- SRT streaming support
- Input streams include TS over IP, UDP, SRT, RTSP, RTMP, RTP, HLS, DASH, and many more
- No limit to the number of channels you can monitor

Product overview

MOSAIC Multiviewer is an “any input protocol’ multiviewer showing video tiles with VU meters, and audio/video loss indication. MOSAIC Multiviewer allows users to view multiple input streams at once and create one output stream over SRT, or UDP multi/unicast. The central multiviewer editor configures all your video services over multiple screens in the network.

Product features

- Software only
- TS + OTT Multiviewer
- UDP, RTP, RTSP, RTMP, HLS, DASH, and many more
- HDMI SDI USB (max 4)
- Round robin
- Layout presets
- Audio and video loss indication
- Penalty box
- Manual recording
- HW acceleration/GPU decoding

Additional Resources

- Mosaic Multiviewer datasheet
- Mosaic Multiviewer video
- Dualz solutions in the cloud webpage
**How it works**

The MOSAIC Multiviewer assembles the tiles to one stream that can be viewed from anywhere, any time and on any device. The Multiviewer is configured using the MOSAIC Editor application. The Multiviewer Editor runs anywhere in the management network, and can connect to the mosaic servers in order to configure them.

**Differentiators**

- Provides full visual overview of your video services and channels.
- Supports all input protocols, including TS over IP, UDP, SRT, RTSP, RTMP, RTP, HLS, DASH, and many more.
- Allows you to monitor as many channels as needed.

Solution available in [AWS Marketplace](https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/products/109417977)